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COSMIC AWARENESS is the force that expressed Itself through Edgar Cayce, Jesus of Nazareth, the Buddha . Krishna ,
Mohammed, and other great avatars who served as `Channels' for the 'Heavenly Father', and who, speaks again today as th e
world begins to enter the New Age of spiritual consciousness and awareness. Since 1963 Cosmic Awareness has been communi-
cating through certain carefully trained channels . The information contained herein was received from deep trance states an d
'interpreted' by an entity affiliated with C .A .C . This information is for those who inherit the New Age. Awareness tells you no t
to believe anything, but to question, explore, doubt and discover for yourself what is the truth . Cosmic Awareness only in-
dicates and suggests

Paul Shockley
Trance-Interpreter
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EDGAR CAYC E

WHY DIDN'T THE SOURCE SPEAKIN G
THROUGH EDGAR CAYC E
EVER IDENTIFIY ITSEL F
AS COSMIC AWARENESS ?

question :

M .W . of Petaluma, California., asks : f °Why didn't the source speaking through Edgar
Cayce ever identify itself as Cosmic Awareness? If it is the same source, .why. did
Cayce shun publicity,. whereas C .A.C . advertises ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that the entity, Edgar Cayce, as having channeled many
different entities, several different entities prior to the time wherein this Awareness
began to speak through this entity .

This Awareness indicates that Edgar Cayce even then continued to channel other
entities, that occasionally this Awareness spoke through this entity and many of th e
messages emanating through the entity, Edgar Cayce r  from this Awareness .

This Awareness indicates that the energizing process for the Edgar Cayce readings
was such that it was difficult for the entity to rove into levels of clear communicat-
ion with this Awareness .

This Awareness indicates the entity also moved into deeper levels of hypnosis and
contacted spirits and entities through those deeper levels . This Awareness indicates
the entity often totally lost consciousness through these deep levels .

This Awareness suggests that the Interpreter for this Awareness, regardless of VhO
this is, as generally not in an unconscious state, but as in a superconscious state .
This Awareness indicates that this as being somewhat different from a hypnotic trance .
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This Awareness suggests that in regard to the entity, Edgar Cayce, not wishing
publicity, that this as so in some degree ; that the entity was being somewhat tormented ,
has : locked at as etrangeo l was seen as being of the satanic or evil forces by many, and
the entity, wanting to avoid these kinds of publicity and the energies which woul d
came from such publicity, did, in general, avoid that type of exposure .

Edgar Cake NAIL91 ghtslal
Forlater Trance Reading_

This Awareness indicates that as time has passed and the entity, Edgar Cayte, has
more or lese paved the way whereby consciousness can accept a trance reading as bein g
something that is not necessarily of the devil, wherein devil  diminished ,
wherein entities have become more intelligent and can evaluate more clearly withou t

relying on the priesteraft and pre . judism of various religious leaders ; wherein entities
can look at the value of information being given rather than at the way it is bein g

given, then it becomes possible for something of this type of phenomena to have an
expression without offending consciousness .

Thetg X.P.Criate._gamthis Plan e
C,A.C . Advertises))

 that the C .A.C, advertisement as that which is being
 upon the earth plane, and 
 need to he administered   ,

 .

This Awareness suggests that these changes which are occurring, require a deepe r
look, a deeper understanding, and wherein entities recognize certain original concept s
or certain new ways of looking at something, such entities often wish to share those
concepts and ideas with others .

This Awareness indicates that what you consider as being advertisement is, in
another word, a desire to share, This Awareness suggests it is all a matter of how
you wish to state the situation .

Cosmic Awareness Addresse s ,
Those Who Have Ears to Hea r

This Awareness wishes to address entities upon this plane who have ears to hear .
This Awareness wishes to address entities upon this plane who have a desire to see
something different happen ; that violence has, occurred long enough ; that it is time

for entities to begin looking at other ways of living.

This Awareness indicates that this plane is due for a deep karmic cleansing, that
this shall occur with the blessings of entities who are willing to accept the cleansing ,
who are willing to take the cleansing upon themselves, who are willing to cleanse
themselves ; or this shall occur from forces outside, which shall cleanse the earth
of it s slum.

This Awareness indicates that this basically is the message which this Awarenes s
wishes entities to understand : that there is a great need upon this plane for change ,
and this Awareness wishes to address entities and make this information known . This
Awareness wishes entities to understand this and is not simply trying to promote the
Cosmic Awareness Communicatiors organization in order to give the founders of thi s
organization their ronthly salary, if there is such a thing .

This Awareness indicates that the entities promotiw; the C .A .C . d o not, in fact ,
take a monthly salary ; that they earn their living from other business . This Awareness
suggests that if you object to the information which is being promoted, you may go back ,
and continue delving into the Cayce readings and forget what is occurring at presen t

time,
REVELATIONS OF AWARENESS is a cosmic newsletter published by Cosmic Awcreness Cmnowilhiarions, P,O . Box 115,
Olampia, Washington 98507 . Rates and membership information available upon request .
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